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Community Projects Committee News

On 20 December, thanks to the initiative of Debbie Dunn, our 
member who works at the Infant House as a volunteer since many 
years, the children  and staff were offered a concert. They got the 
opportunity to listen to the IWA Choir under the leadership of the 
choir's long time conductor Nana Kalandadze. Nana had arranged a 
Christmas medley including both Georgian and international 
seasonal songs that was very well performed by the ladies. The 
program also included two traditional Georgian songs, Chongurs
Sinebi and Suliko, known to most of the audience. Some of the staff 
sang along and the children were delighted. One member of the 
choir noted that the children were even more attentive than some 
adult audiences.

After the concert, a cold buffet was served.
The catering was done by
Anastasia AVNG (Anti Violence Network)
and I can highly recommend 
their services for any event

IWA Choir concert at Tbilisi Infant House 
by Mette Hartzell



Community Projects Committee News

FOCUS PROJECT

By Tina Beruchashvili

Keda Kokotauri Public School 

Purchase of chemical agents and 
test tubes for making experiments 
in science laboratory.

During the visit of IWA Members 
at the Youth Conference “Green 
Camp” Mette Hartzell was asked 
by a young participant from 
Kokotauri Public School in Keda
municipality, if IWA is also 
supporting schools for buying 
equipment and materials for 
science labs. And IWA 
have supported Kokotauri school 
project.

The students of Kokotauri Public 
School are very grateful for this 
support and proud to have their 
own science lab now.
Because this project is so 
successful the CPC Team wants to 
develop this idea of a "science 
package" also to other schools.



Feature Article

Georgian Cuisine, Taken Over By the Russia

By Helena Bedwell
Gastronomic tourism, along with many
other infrastructural projects, is gaining
more strength in many regions of
Georgia. The area is becoming more and
more important in attracting tourists in
the region, that’s, why it is becoming the
priority Therefore every step taken, is
crucial as it will determine Georgia's
gastronomic position in the world.

So, what are the main challenges?!
Well. First of all, the main issue is the
Russian occupation, which spreads
beyond 20% of territorial occupation.
The Northern neighbour also seized
almost 80% of our cuisine, the Soviet
Union allowed the Russians practically to
grab it as its lawful ownership.

There is no denial, the awareness
around the Georgian cuisine has been on
the rise in the past two years. In 2019
Georgia had a fantastic opportunity to be
present at the International exhibition in
Lyon, France, attended by almost 40,000
representatives all over the world.
Without any exaggeration, Georgia
caught an eye at the exhibition and
caused a huge interest amongst the
guests. So when the famous chefs paid
the visit to Georgia to taste the local
flavours, they admitted that they have
eaten likes of Satsivi and Tkemali in
Russia, under the names of the Sochi
region. The famous Belgian chef Roland
Debuyst told us that Khinkali and some
other dishes were introduced to him as
the Russian when visiting Russia.

However, once again, as the Sochi region
dishes.

All these are nothing but to canonise
the Georgian cuisine, as if the
Caucasus dishes, thus masking the
original roots of those dishes. The
argument what is Caucasian cuisine as
the whole is hard, while most of the
recipes are indeed the Georgian
origin, the rest something like 20 per
cent is Armenian, Chechen, Turkish

origins.

It's true some of our dishes do contain
plagiarism details, it’s upsetting for us
sometimes to challenge those
doubting the originality of our meals,
we challenge them and protest their
views, but there is no hard evidence to
prove one way or other. In
Gastronomic world, the simple word
won't do.

Georgian's do well when something is
proven official, like the origins of
winemaking is confirmed by the
UNESCO; therefore, we count as the
cradle of wine. No one would doubt
that, but if you mention that our pride
and joy Khachapuri is Georgian and
the first Chruchkhela nuts on a string
dipped in the wine juice is first made
here, you may be met with the smile
and scepticism.

That happens because we need
better research and studies. Take one

example.



Feature Article

In the french cookery edition about
the ''Russian Cuisine,'' we count
several Georgian original dishes,
posing proudly under the Russian
name.

Georgia is relatively unknown
in the world. Georgia's chances to be
embraced and to stay in focus will be
much higher if any private company
or the state start more in-depth
researches about various products and
publishes those in English or other
languages.

Russia is not the only obstacle,
as the neighbouring countries also
challenge us in various food products.
Right now, as we write this, in
Wikipedia, we can read in English that
Matsoni is the Armenian delicacy.

It's upsetting of course and researches
need to be done, myself as a true
patriot I do believe it's Georgian and
have heard of the archaeological
evidence but still.

The Internet has been awash
with the small report from Armenia
about the Basila bread, the authentic
local product. This is strongly
debatable, as, in Meskheti region,
Georgia, the locals have been making
the Basila bread and the so-called
Fate(fortune) bread since the ancient

times.

There are at least 12 Armenian

restaurants in Los-Angeles, while their
menu consists of Georgian dishes.
Those who were trying these dishes
are told Khachapuri is Armenian
There is only one reasonable solution
to settle this issue and it's not by
arguments not by debates or direct
contacts but with the proven, and
official researches. They already
knowledge Georgia is indeed the
cradle of wine, by UNESCO.

Such researches are badly needed in
many other foods and products.
Russian famous chefs are openly
saying Churchkhela is from Sochi. The
only way out of this dilemma is the
reliable studies done so the
information found on the internet will
publicly direct the readers to its

origins.

This won't happen overnight but
it will happen. The local flavours are
the main drivers for the tourists to
come back here or to come here the
first time.

We must not sit and wait for this
to happen naturally, we must not
merely follow the flow.

So stop wasting your time,
because other regions don't and the
time will come when other areas will
proudly present something as their
own, while we will stay heartbroken.



IWA GBM

February 5, 2020 - an

exceptional GBM owing to the
visit of famous ballet-dancer Ms.
Nino Ananiashvili.

Contrary to the general
perception of how a famous
person can look and speak, Nino
Aananiashvili was dressed in a
simple and contemporary
business-like style. What
surprised me pleasantly was her
manner of speaking - it was a
very modest, detailed abnd
humorous way of telling about
things and events in her life
which at the time might have
been and were of great
importance not only to her but
to the Russian ballet of that
time, to the field of ballet in
general. It was a great narrative
- quiet, unhurried, detailed, full
of humor and emotion, telling
much about herself and her
advancement in the profession,
without for a second stressing
her important place in the world
ballet.

The day before, when I read an
info about N. Ananiashvili's
future visit, I went to my library,
in which I knew there were some
books on ballet (published at the
time when Nino just started
visiting a ballet studio as a small
girl). I found 3 - a comprehensive
book on the history of Russian
ballet, and 2 more -- on Kirov
Theatre in Petersburg where Nino
danced at one period and another
- on young ballet dancers. All the
books were richly illustrated. I
took them with me to the GBM
and with pleasure presented them
to Nino. Hope, these books will
be of use to Nino and her pupils.

It is really a privilege to be able to
attend IWAG's GBMs which give
us the possibility of meeting such
outstanding guest-speakers as
Nino Ananiashvili. We all wish
het further success.

Nino Ananiashvili's Visit to IWAG's GBM

By Tamriko Tsintsadze



Coffee Mornings

Our first coffee morning for this year

was held in Hotel Radius
https://www.facebook.com/radiushoteltbi
lisi/. Fabulous location on the top of
Galleria shopping mall, in the heart of
Tbilisi, the very first hotel in Georgia
integrated to a shopping mall.

Simultaneously, thanks to Nana Dvali as a
host, the guests were offered an eye-
catching exhibition by an independent
artist, Nino Kirvalidze, who also serves on
the IWA board. Nino is a graduate of
Tbilisi State University Graphic Arts and
Paining department; in her brief but
fascinating carreer as an amateur artist,
Nino has had a number of small-scale
exhibitions at various venues in Tbilisi.
Her unique style brings together a number
of techniques and a peculiar vision of
linking imagination and reality.

In addition, the guests enjoyed the

opportunity to view and purchase handmade

jewelry by Alice Sherrod, DESIGN works.

Half of the proceeds of the sales were

generously donated by the author to the IWA

charity funds. Alice also does design work

upon request of customers. You can contact

her by email ahsherrod@gmail.com . She

would take a look at your dress, its color,

style and material, and then create an

original jewelry for you.

Hotel Radius gave a wonderful contemporary

and funky vibe to the coffee morning;

together with an eclectic style of art works,

this gave a perfect combination. The

simplicity to reach most of what Tbilisi has

to offer, makes the Radius hotel the best

choice, whether you visit it for business or

leisure, or just for lunch or dinner.

Coffee Morning on Jan 11, 2020

Hosted by Nana Dvali, Nino 

Kirvalidze, Alice Sherrod 

https://www.facebook.com/radiushoteltbilisi/
mailto:ahsherrod@gmail.com


Coffee Mornings

At IWA there is a tradition - weekly

meetings at coffee/tea time - Coffee
Mornings. IWA ladies enjoy these
meetings very much, as they not only
bring ladies together, let them
communicate, enjoy tasty food, but also
introduce them to new venues,
cultures and traditions.

On January 29 CM took place at Yoko
Shimo's artistic, exceptionally well
designed residence in Vake. It included
3 interesting presentations -- Yoko's
harmonic sound therapy in Japanese
tradition (using singing rings - small
hammers/tiny gongs to sound a human
body and tune it up to a harmonic
state), Sally Ackerman's herbal
remedies and therapy, Ela's (Elahe
Forghani) presentation on Keto
diet (very conductive to losing weight)
and her healthy and tasty breakfast.

.

Coffee Morning on Jan 29, 2020
By Yoko Shimo and Tamara Tsintsadze

All the 3 presentations were good
for a body and soul, still I was
particularly impressed by Yoko's
method and her using tiny
gongs/hammers - as it is a tradition
at Japanese temples and
monasteries, where visitors
beat gongs to attain unity with
Higher Powers, reach harmony
with universe and thus heal body
and soul.

If we combine all the 3
presentations in full, on a regular
basis, we shall definitely reach a
healthy state of body and mind.

Dear Yoko, Sally, Ela, thank you for
this pleasure, and enlightenment
too.



Coffee Mornings

Coffee Morning on February 19, 2020
Hosted by Maka Cheishvili with Kakha Shengelia, 

CAUCASUS UNIVERSITY
The history of
Caucasus University
began in 1998 when
Caucasus School of
Business was
established. It’s motto
is "Studium Pretium Libertatis". Caucasus
University is an authorized higher
education institution for students seeking a
superior education. It’s curriculum is
supported by participation in international
programs and by visiting professors.
CU consists of various schools: Business,
Law, Media, Technology, Humanities and
Social Sciences, Governance, Tourism,
Medicine and HealthCare Management,
Economics, Doctoral and Education
Schools. The university has the legal right
to award standard and diplomacy specialist
qualifications based on Georgian
legislation: bachelors, masters and PhD
degrees. The University with its modern
infrastructure and equipment is one of the
largest higher educational institutions in
Georgia and in southern Caucasus. It began
a new academic year of 2017-2018 in a new
campus, which is a historical building built
in 1909 and in which 1911-1924 Armenian
Seminary was functioning. The building has
been in possession of CU since 2005;
however, it was under reconstruction for a
few years and has retained its historic
character; So, the evidence of its age is not
lost.

Our impressive event was held in the

building of Caucasus University. The
president of CU, Kakha Shengelia greeted
IWA ladies in the huge Chandelier hall
and led us to the hall that exhibited art
collection of the Brazilian artists and
Picasso along the walls of the school.
Later Mr Shengelia explained the
paintings were from his private collection
which he has donated to the University.
The tour guided us to the University
library where all the required textbooks
are displayed in English, Georgian,
Turkish and French languages. We also
found ourselves in the Moot Court room
where mock trials and processes were
held by the student specializing in Law.
Furthermore, we were invited to the
Media Studio with TV studio and Radio
area, which is designed to improve
technological support for the students of
Caucasus School of Media. Later on, we
had a wonderful discussion about the
educational systems and early years of
the University in the auditorium named
after Mzia Mikeladze (one of the founders
of CU). Mr Shengelia shared heartful
stories with us about the early years of
the school business, his private
experiences as a dean and president and
missions of the school. Nowadays, the
university has grown to thousands of the
grateful graduates from around the
world.

By Tako Johnson



Interest Groups

Join IWA Interest groups for 2019-2020

With the Chair of Interest Group Anush Klimczyk

Groups Contact Person E-mail

Cultural Cooking Nasrin Sardari nasrinsardari@yahoo.com

Art Group Dali Nazarishvili dnazarishvili@gmail.com

Russian Conversation (for beginners) Julia Zhelezniakova j-fleur@rambler.ru

About Georgia Oya Atakan atakanoya@yahoo.com

Manana Chubinidze mananachubinidze@yahoo.com

Art Discussion Group Theresa Weinheimer tweinheimer@mac.com

Infant House Deborah Dunn debgdunn@gmail.com

Fashion Group Maia Bakradze bakradze.maia@yahoo.com

Walking Shirin Radzad rad.shirin5@gmail.com

Wine Tasting group Tamari Gogatishvili gogatishvilitamar@gmail.com

Museum Group Natali Hirsch fam.hirschi@hispeed.ch

Craft Group Theresa Weinheimer tweinheimer@mac.com

Introduction of Georgian Designers Bengu Akcardak bengu.akcardak@gmail.com

Iveta Gedvilaite gedvilaite.iveta@gmail.com

Russian Conversation Lena Bejanishvili lenchik_bej@yahoo.com

Janna Ajemian jannaajem@rambler.ru

English Conversation Marianna Zonenberg mzonenberg@usa.net

Book Club Narges Mahmudi nargesmahmudi@gmail.com

Georgian Conversation Nana Shavtvaladze nana_shavtvaladze@yahoo.com

Evening Conversation English Marianna Zonenberg mzonenberg@usa.net

Choir Nana Kalandadze nana.kalandadze58@gmail.com

City Tours Marika Nizharadze marinizh@yahoo.com

mailto:nasrinsardari@yahoo.com
mailto:j-fleur@rambler.ru
mailto:atakanoya@yahoo.com
mailto:mananachubinidze@yahoo.com
mailto:tweinheimer@mac.com
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• Please come join us. We always have lots of babies in need of holding . 
Right now we also have 5 really cute little toddlers who are in need of 
an adult friend as they work on improving their walking and exploring 
the outside . They each should have their own person as they are 
pretty fast even though they all have just begun to walk. Outside only 
means the institutional grounds

• COME JOIN US, The children are delightful and you will get the 
biggest smiles you've ever seen. Tues. -10-12 is are usual time but I 
am there Monday,Tues, Thursday and Fri . Hope to see you soon. 
Debbie Dunn

• e-MAIL Debbie Dunn @ : debgdunn@gmail.com or call : 593-
433-190

IWA RUSSIAN CONVERSATION GROUP

It is very convenient to join group meetings

as they meet immediately after Coffee Morning.

The two leaders of our group, Lena and Janna,

have a very good professional approach. They

hold meetings even if there are only two

participants, which we can be sure of by l

ooking at the photos. We are grateful for their dedication. 

Interest Groups

http://gmail.com/


Interest Groups

We met at a IWA Coffee Morning in Nov 2015.We celebrated our ‘the 

4th year anniversary of meeting’ at a IWA CM in Nov’2019 and launced 

our company’s-BI Auction -1st Competition for Young Artists. It was so exciting to share all 

that special moments with our IWA friends..

There had been more about 150 paintings applied from 22 artists to our competition. We 

selected 43 artworks from all that 22 artists and in 1st February we organized a ceremony with 

the openning of the exhibition and then organize  a very special edition of BI Auction ‘for 

Young Artists’.

Here is the article about this event from Georgia Today dated 7th,February2020

By Bengü Akçardak Küçük and Ika Bokuchava

Bengü Akçardak Küçük-an art lover and art
collector and Ika Bokuchava, an art
collector and a gallery owner -met each
other back in 2015. This year, they
celebrated not only the fifth year of
friendship, but the fourth-year anniversary
of their business partnership as well. Bengü
and Ika met in an art event in 2015 and in
2016 BI Auction Company officially started
functioning. BI Auction Company is the first
Art Auction in Georgia which aims to
promote Georgian art and artists, and the
culture of art-making while enlarging the

art-market.
For their seventh annual BI Auction

event, the duo chose to focus on young
Georgian artists, calling the 2020 auction
‘BI Auction for Young Artists.

“Well, they are the future,” Bengü
explained. “We want to encourage them to
keep making their art. It can be very
difficult for an artist to create while also
stressing over selling their works. We’d like
to make that a little easier for them, give

them experiences, teach them a few
things.”

The event was a combination of competition, 
ceremony and exhibition, kicking off on 
Friday, January 31 sponsored by IArt and 
WE’AR ART. The same day 5 winners were 
announced among the participants. Their 
awards included the opportunity to 
participate in BI Auction Classical next to the 
famous Georgian artists.  “They are all 
winners to us. I was very impressed with the 
quality of the young artists’ works. You can 
really see when looking at them that they 
have put their heart and soul in their art,” 
Bengü told us. And because of that, we 
decided to organize a special auction for the 
all artists who applied to our 1st BI 
Competition for Young Artists under 30 
years old.

Young Artists Competition
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By Bengü Akçardak Küçük and Ika Bokuchava

BI Auction Company says loudly and proudly
that their main goal is to promote Georgian
art. It seems, they also say that quite rightly:
as we found out all the young artists who
applied to take a part in the exhibition-
competition were presented in the delicately
decorated IArt Gallery last Friday.

Open call was announced in November
2019. Mariam Baidoshvili and Mari (Ia)
Chanturia were two of the 22 applicants who
expressed their desire to exhibit what they
have been working on.

“I saw the call for applicants for this
exhibition-auction on the internet and I
applied right away. Three of my pieces are
exhibited here tonight,” shared Mariam with
us. “This exhibition definitely serves a good
cause: not many things happen in Georgia
that help the artists out. The BI auction is a
step forward. We’re all very excited to have
our works exhibited. I really hope the
organizers keep on developing their events, I
wish them all the luck in the world!” said
Mariam, the graduate of Tbilisi State
Academy of Arts.

“I have been painting my whole life,” Mari told
us. “But it’s been just a few years that I’m
publically displaying my works.” When speaking
about the BI auction, Mari almost voiced the
words of the organizer, saying she feels like a
winner. “I’m happy these kinds of events are
finally happening in our country as they help
the artists show the light to their pieces. As the
society gets to know these artists, they are
encouraged to continue the hard work,” Mari

stated.
In 4 years BI Auction "for ART" has

organized 6 events and presented more than
350 paintings by 100 Georgian artists.
The auction policy is aimed at fully displaying
the Georgian art-market and for this reason it
also encourages young artists to be appeared
before the audience next to the established ones.

Further underlining their support of
Georgian artists, the 7th edition of BI Auction
titled ‘Only for Young Artists’ will feature all 43
paintings of the 22 artists.

“I think this event was a big success: we
discovered great artists and encouraged them to
develop their skills and techniques even more,”
said Bengü when talking to GEORGIA TODAY.

The exhibition was open until February 6.
By Nini Dakhundaridze



Georgian Phrases    1.1

gamarjobat!- გამარჯობათ, ბატონო პრეზიდენტო! – Hello Mr. president! 
(polite)
gamarjobat, tqveno udidebulesobav !- გამარჯობათ, თქვენო 
უდიდებულესობავ! – Hello your excellences! 
gamarjobat, bat’ono Giorgi! – გამარჯობათ, ბატონო გიორგი! – Hello Mr. 
George! (polite)
gamarjobat, qalbatono Nino! – გამარჯობათ, ქალბატონო ნინო! – Hello Mrs. 
Nino(polite)
mobrdzandi! – მობრძანდი! – Come in! (singular & polite)
mobrdzandit! – მობრძანდით! – Come in! (plural & polite)
ketili iqkhos tqveni mobrdzaneba! –კეთილი იყოს თქვენი მობრძანება! –
Welcome! (plural & polite)
dabrdzandi! – დაბრძანდი! – Have a seat! (singular & polite)
dabrdzandit!- დაბრძანდით! – Have a seat! (plural & polite)

by  Nana Shavtvaladze
www.lsgeorgia.com

GEORGIAN LANGUAGE

Georgian Phrases

go-go – გოგო – girl

da – და– sister

qa-li – ქალი – woman

qal-ba-t’o-ni – ქალბატონი – Mrs. Ms.

qal-ba-t’o-no Kate – ქალბატონო ქეით – Mrs. Kate (addresing form)

tso-li – ცოლი – wife

me-ugh-le – მეუღლე – spouse

de-da! – დედა – Mother; Mom.

be-bi-a – ბებია – Grandma

dqal-ta   dghes gi-lo-tsavt! – ქალთა დღეს გილოცავთ! – Happy Women’s Day!

e-dis   dghes gi-lo-tsavt! – დედის დღეს გილოცავთ! – Happy Mother’s 

Day! by  Nana Shavtvaladze

www.lsgeorgia.com



Notices & Special Offers

BEAUTY SALON N° 215
BEAUTY SALON N° 215 is a small but a very popular  and cozy Salon which provides  Quality , 
Reliable and Professional service in caring and  extremely friendly environment. Main goal 
of the Personnel here  is to make  customers Happy and Beautiful while not harming their 

health !What makes BEAUTY SALON N° 215 also so special is the Top Class Sterilizing System 
and big emphasis on following all the disinfection and  sterilizing rules and 

regulations.MORE PHOTOS: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CaiNiYh4ZV4a6DGMGiBDVtj0jBmCIidp

SERVICES INCLUDE: HAIR , NAILS,  MAKEUP AND Best Paraffin Baths

Tel.: +995 592 221155
Address.: 215 Shalva Nutsubidze Street,Saburtalo,Tbilisi

https://goo.gl/maps/RHCshufhQYdCj2r59
F.: Beauty SALON 215

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CaiNiYh4ZV4a6DGMGiBDVtj0jBmCIidp
https://goo.gl/maps/RHCshufhQYdCj2r59


Most Beautiful,
3 story   house for rent  in a very serene  place  in the city center of Tbilisi in Vera district  with a total 

area of 600 m2.
House is equipped with Great and cozy  Fireplace, Furniture , Electrical appliances  , Internet , Cable -

TV , Satellite, Central Heating System , Storerooms, Wardrobes, Parking place for 2 cars .
Relaxing and Recreational   Sauna and Swimming pool 

on the ground floor 
There are 7 rooms, 4 bedrooms and 5 bathrooms .

Suitable for a large friendly family and those who love comfort.
Address: 4 Petre Umikashvili Street,Vera,Tbilisi

ninotskito@yahoo.com
+995 577467050

mailto:ninotskito@yahoo.com


OUR SPONSORS-GOLD

Carl & Mette
Hartzell

Georgia 
Capital

OUR SPONSORS-SILVER

OUR SPONSONRS-BROZE

Shumi Winery

FRIENDS

ქალთა საერთაშორისო ასოციაცია-საქართველო
Personal number / Identification code: 406044659

Account number:  GE14PC0053600100019012
სს "პროკრედიტ ბანკი" Bank Code MIBGGE22

DISCLAIMER: The International Women’s Association Georgia does not take responsibility for, nor does it 
endorse, any 

of the services or associations mentioned here. The opinions contained in the newsletter 
reflect the views of individual contributors and do not necessarily represent those of IWA Georgia 

OUR SPONSORS-GOLD

BANKING DETAILS FOR THE DONATION

tel:406044659

